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Abstract  
The study investigates how students work together in creating book. The study focus on 

how the students negotiate ideas to solve problems emerged in creating book.  Creating 

book is one of the project to promote deep learning. Deep learning is one of the basic skill 

that should be acquired by an Individual as early as possible. The study is qualitative 

study. It involved first grade students of primary school consist of 24 boys and 26 girls. 

The result shows that the students negotiate their ideas based on three problems in book 

project, and those were deciding book title, sharing responsibilities of deciding the flow 

of the book and deciding the book cover.  
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Introduction 

Deep learning is a life long learning as it is connected the factual knowledge and the real world 

experiences (Ohlsson, 2011; Fullan & Langworthy, 2014) . Through this connection an individual is 

able to grasp the implications.   Thus deep learning is necessary for individual to acquire as early as 

possible. Elementary school is becoming a target as it is considered as a starting point of formal 

education (Muliasari, 2017). Moreover, Deep learning gives an opportunity to built partnership 

between teachers and students. (Fullan & Langworthy, 2014). Creating book is a project based 

learning and it is considered as an alternative to create deep learning. Project-based learning (PjbL) 

involved students to design a project, investigate and solve problems, as it is create and increase 

collaboration between students (Ahsan, 2005; Hung, Hwang & Huang, 2012; Turtyantana, 2013, 

Ruwaida, et.al, 2018). Additionally, children are motivated to explore, evaluate, interpret and 

synthesize some information in producing learning outcome or products (Kemendikbud, 2014). It is a 

students’ center instruction arranged by students’ independence, constructive inquiry, goal-setting, 

collaboration, communication and reflection in realistic condition (Kokotsaki, Menzies, Wiggins, 

2016). Moreover through project based learning the students have the opportunities to get into deep 

learning in terms of relating new ideas to the prior knowledge and relating concepts to everyday 

experiences (Tan, 2013).  

Unfortunately, the learning process specifically in the context of the English as foreign language in 

Indonesia tended to have surface learning. The teaching and learning process showed translating 

from Bahasa Indonesia into the target language; English, and memorizing. It only practiced the 

cognitive development without considering other skills. Thus, deep learning in the cotext of EFL in 
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Indonesia for children needed to be improved in order to have the students’ experienced the language 

and applied it in everyday life. The purpose are the students having practice English and acquiring 

other skills such as problem solving, negotiating ideas and appreciate others.  

Method 

The study was conducted to improve the students’ speaking skill through story dication. And it 

was a part of bigger research related to children’s critical thinking. However, this paper is only 

focused on how students were communicating their ideas in solving the problems of a book project. 

This study is qualitative as the research would like to find out a deeper understanding on how 

students of first garde of elementary schools exchange ideas. The participant of the study were first 

grade students of elementary school. It involved 24 boys and 26 girls of two different classes of one 

private school in Bandung Indonesia. The data were collected through observation, Interview and 

field notes.  

This article focuses discussion on the three problems in creating the book. Those were deciding the 

book title, sharing responsibilities of deciding the flow of the book, deciding the book cover. Thus the 

data analysis were based on the three items mentions above. The reserach also limited to the “food” 

theme as the students were in the middle of learning the theme.     

Results and Discussion 

The article focuses on how students the discussed to solve the problem of deciding book title, 

sharing responsibilities of deciding the flow of the book and deciding the book cover. The book 

project was an activity in EFL context. The theme of the book project was “Food” and the English 

vocabulary focused on the “food” that were familiar for students. The data revealed that the process 

of discussion in creating the book was in Bahasa Indonesia, but the targetted vocabularies was in 

English as the target language. The students were devided into groups of five and each of the group 

produced one book and one title. The process of discussion became the focus in the article as it 

revealed how the students worked with their peers and teacher. The findings would be discussed 

below based on the problems’ stages,  

Deciding the title of the book 

In this step, the teacher first lead the discussion. The teacher asked the students to inventarize the 

students favorite food in a piece of paper. They should the most favorite one from the list they made. 

After that the students discussed in a group their most favorite food and they should come up with 

one food as the title of the book. The discussion revealed that some students in some groups tend to 

have a peace discussion. There were no arguments, and accepted what the teacher’s suggested of 

what they did. For example when some students needed time to think and they had run out of the 

time, the teacher suggested some choices. The students tehn accepted the first choice without any 

arguments.  On the other hand, there were groups that each of the member emerged with different 

title for example noodle, pizza and ice cream. And they kept trying their ideas to be accepted by peers 

in the group. Thus the teacher should make the member of the group voted for the title based on their 

experiences of their everyday life. It was seen from what the teacher asked the students, 

Teacher : Which of these food the most favorite? 

Ss1  : Mie miss. 

Teacher : Okay, noodle. 

Ss2  : Noodle 

Ss3  : Burger miss. 

Teacher : How about noodle Ss3? As your other friend agreed to have “Noodle” as the title. 

Do you like noodle? 

Ss3  : iya (node) 
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Teacher : Okay with the noodle? 

Ss3 responsed the teacher question by nodding of agreement. 

The scene described that the students basically practiced to negotiate meaning and to have more 

than just expressing ideas but how they accepted other ideas and managed to have arguments. 

Though at first one girl disagreed. But after she gave a chance to think about “noodle” she finally 

agreed based on her experience. Moreover the data also revealed that one group extended an 

independent discussion and they considered the peers in the group.  When the group almost chose 

soup for the topic of the storybook, one of the students realised that one of the members of the group 

did not like it. He then initiatively took control in the group and led the group to find another food 

that was liked by all the group members. He said that they could not choose a particular food when 

someone in the group did not like it. Therefore they discussed to choose another food, and they came 

to an agreement to choose ice cream as the topic of their storybook. 

Sharing responsibilities in deciding the flow of the Book 

There were two classes involved in the study and it came up with different culture of the class; 

Jupiter class and saturn Class. Both classes offer responsibilities to find out further information about 

the food; the size, ingredients, taste, how to make it, the best time to eat it and why they like it. Each 

of  the group had to find the information and each member of the group should decide what 

information they have to find out and draw any relevant picture with the information. The students 

in Jupiter class tended to choose focus only to one information. Meanwhile the students in Saturn 

class would love to have more than one information to find out. This assignment was then discussed 

at the second meeting. In sharing the information responsibilities, the teacher first told that they 

should decide whose to which information. The students did not have long discussion. They chose 

and the other accepted willingly.  

The second meeting, the studets should decide the five information related to the size, ingredients, 

taste, how to make it, the best time to eat it and why they like it and the drawing into pages. Which 

drawing and information should become the first, the second, and so on pages. Some groups showed 

another peace discussion. For example, there was one studen lead the discussion in the group and 

others accepted without no doubt. In the Jupiter class, there was a time teacher gave stimuli by saying 

“gimana kalau ini dulu?” and the students asnwered “ iya”. On the contrary, there were two groups 

that showed a great discussion. They showed logical reasoning which drawing belonged to which 

page. 

Deciding the cover 

In deciding the cover the students shared responsibilities to draw a picture and contributed one 

picture as part of the cover of the book. In one group it showed that there were student who drew 

fruit, drew the people who was going to eat the food, wrote the title of the book, and colored the 

cover. There was also groups who decided to have the same drawing to contribute to the cover but 

different in size. Furthermore, there was one group in which one of the students came up with the 

idea of having a character of princess on the cover as she liked the character very much while others 

drew the food. 

The data from the interview with the teacher let out that the teacher had a hard time to make the 

students hold a discussion. Especially when the students should work with the peers they rarely get 

acquinted. At first, some students objected it but then they enjoyed it. The teacher said that she 

should give more stimuli in some groups and share attention in one shot. It was exhausted but fun. 

Fortunately, the teacher admitted that the second and third meeting was running smoother as the 

students knew thay had some information to discuss with others and also help others in finishing the 

project.The students also proud to have their drawing would be part of a book.    
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Conclusions 

It is concluded that the study showed the students worked together in creating the book. It was 

seen from the three problems to work on; deciding book title, sharing responsibilities of deciding the 

flow of the book and deciding the book cover. They engaged to the deep learning subconciously 

through the book project they should work on. The students showed how they should appreciate 

other arguments and they practiced to give reasons to their arguments  in order to be accepted by 

others. The study also revealed that teacher experienced a hard work in the first meeting but then it 

went smoother in the second and third meeting.   
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